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Flipped classrooms

“Flipped teaching alters traditional instruction so that deeper levels of learning can 
take place in class rather than rely on homework” (Lundin et al., 2018)
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Research questions
1. What are core design elements for successful flipped classrooms (FCs)?
2. How do successful FCs require an implicit partnership between facilitators 

and students? 
3. How can FCs be designed for explicit partnerships? 
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Flipped classroom design elements
● Quantitative analysis comparing design elements in flipped, traditional classrooms (van Alten 

et al., 2019)
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FC design elements & student performance, satisfaction

1. Flipped classrooms improve student performance (moderate +ve) and 
satisfaction (weak-moderate +ve) over traditional classrooms. 

To retain this advantage wrt. student satisfaction: 

2. FCs should include: pre-class preparation, pre-class assessment and in-class 
active learning.

3. FCs should be flipped for the duration of the entire course.
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Implicit partnerships in FCs
1. Managing time for pre-class preparation and assessments.
2. Participating during class activities. 
3. Consistently engage in points 1 and 2 throughout the term. 
4. Convey these expectations at the start of the term (and repeat them as 

necessary). 
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Explicit partnerships in FC: Example 1

Social annotation tools for student-generated content in class

Used in flipped classrooms (Miller et al., 2018) and online teaching (Biro, 2021).
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Explicit partnerships in FC: Example 2 
● Use a blog task as student-generated pre-class preparation (and assessment), for an 

in-class case study.
● Documented problem solutions serve as formative assessment for the in-class case 

study, and students can use these to generate exam questions.
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In-class: case study activity
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In-class: case study activity
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Group organization: Blogtask
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Group organization: case study activity
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Pre-class preparation: Blogpost
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Pre-class preparation: Blogpost
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Question sets
- Derived from LOs of the course. 
- Blogpost questions (3-4):

- Should benefit from discussion. 
- Blogpost should follow the sample in structure. 
- Each question is answered by a pair of case leads.  
- Answer to the last question will lead to steps for the in-class case study. 

- Case-study questions (4-5): 
- Should be progressively difficult - “apply” to “create” Blooms taxonomy levels. 
- Should be answerable within the hour by peer instruction + snowballing. 
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Start of term stage
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Research questions answered
1. What are core design elements for successful flipped classrooms (FCs)?

a. Pre-class preparation, pre-class or in-class assessment of the learned content, and in-class 
activities interleaved with micro-lectures. 

2. How do successful FCs require an implicit partnership between facilitators 
and students? 
a. Re-orient their learning approach in terms of managing time for pre-class preparation / 

assessment and participating in class activities, consistently throughout the term. 
3. How can FCs be designed for explicit student partnership? 

a. FC instructors can use pre-class preparation to develop in-class activities in tandem with 
students, in an FC design.

b. Two examples: soliciting students’ questions / opinions for in-class content through social text 
annotation platforms, transforming an individual blog task assessment into a student-driven 
in-class case study activity.
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